Bells on a Hill: MSU Hosts Wedding

Monika Bujas
Contributing Writer

There was a shock when a legislator had opened the floor for discussion on a voting procedure of a bill that would enshrine same-sex marriage. The SGA followed the Standard Robert Rules of Order when conducting parliamentary meetings. Robert’s Rules usually states that bills must pass through a first reading, but under the SGA clause states that a two-thirds majority was only needed regarding issues such as charttering. Endowments did not have to follow the two-thirds vote and could be passed through majority vote. The legislator had voted and voted that the bill was in fact voted on incorrectly. It is currently being handled to the judicial branch in order to review the legality of the SGA clause.

SGA Decision Found Unconstitutional

Michael Klein
Contributing Writer

On Oct. 26, the University Director of Web Services, Cindy Meneghin, after 40 years, was finally able to legally wed her partner Maureen Kilian as Montclair State hosted its first same-sex marriage. 

Cindy and Maureen Kilian-Meneghin sitting in front of their daughter Sarah and son Josh.
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The SGA follows the voting procedure of a bill a legislator had opened the floor for discussion on a voting procedure of a bill that would enshrine same-sex marriage. The SGA followed the Standard Robert Rules of Order when conducting parliamentary meetings. Robert’s Rules usually states that bills must pass through a first reading, but under the SGA clause states that a two-thirds majority was only needed regarding issues such as charttering. Endowments did not have to follow the two-thirds vote and could be passed through majority vote. The legislator had voted and voted that the bill was in fact voted on incorrectly. It is currently being handled to the judicial branch in order to review the legality of the SGA clause.
On Oct. 1  
A student reported a stolen laptop from the first floor lounge in Gibson Hall. This case is under investigation. (building #58)

On Oct. 3  
Student Brian Burke, 19, of Pennsauken, N.J., was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana while in Gibson Hall. Burke is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #58)

On Oct. 10  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

On Oct. 15  
A student reported that her credit card case was stolen and used on campus. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

On Oct. 21  
Student Brian Burke, 19, of Pennsauken, N.J., was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana while in Gibson Hall. Burke is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #58)

On Oct. 22  
Non-student Tyana Lyons-Holiday, 21, of Newark, N.J., was arrested and charged with simple assault for her involvement in a physical altercation with a student inside of Fenwick Hall. Lyons-Holiday is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #58)

On Oct. 23  
A student reported that a video game console and its game and peripherals were stolen from an unsecured room in Basie Hall. This case is under investigation. (building #52)

On Oct. 24  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

On Oct. 27  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

On Oct. 31  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 1  
Non-student Tyana Lyons-Holiday, 21, of Newark, N.J., was arrested and charged with simple assault for her involvement in a physical altercation with a student inside of Fenwick Hall. Lyons-Holiday is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #58)

November 2  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 5  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 6  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 8  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 9  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 10  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 11  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 12  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 13  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 14  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 15  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 16  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 17  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 18  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 19  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 20  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 21  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 22  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 23  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 24  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 25  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 26  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 27  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 28  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)

November 29  
A Standard Parking employee reported damage to the entrance gates of the New Jersey Transit parking deck. This case is under investigation. (building #62)

November 30  
A student reported that money was taken from their wallet while in Hawk Crossings. This case is under investigation. (building #32)
The Plight of Women In the Workplace

How one woman navigated the political minefield in Pakistan

Dr. Fouzia Saeed, author of "Women's Rights and Sexual Harassment in Pakistan," discussed her struggle to bring the issue of sexual harassment to the forefront of political thought in Pakistan and the United Nations.

Saeed was harassed while working for the United Nations. No matter how she worked or dealt with the issues, the idea of sexual harassment was not a topic of the conversation for much worse and they should not have been in the business.

"I realized every woman in the office was serving the same thing. It is silence that really protects these guys. We were there for years with no women in the workplace.

"There was no policy or forum through which to come through these guys. We were there for years with no women in the workplace.

"Women had been resisted to approaches from Saeed and AASHA... They were working with the United Nations, but the idea of sexual harassment wasn't even part of the conversation for much worse and they should not have been in the business.

"I learned it was a mandatory procedure that would make legislators, employers, and employees aware and sensitive to the issues of sexual harassment.

"At first, the government was resistant to approaching Saeed and AASHA... They were working with the United Nations, but the idea of sexual harassment wasn't even part of the conversation for much worse and they should not have been in the business.

"I learned it was a mandatory procedure that would make legislators, employers, and employees aware and sensitive to the issues of sexual harassment.
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"I learned it was a mandatory procedure that would make legislators, employers, and employees aware and sensitive to the issues of sexual harassment.
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"I learned it was a mandatory procedure that would make legislators, employers, and employees aware and sensitive to the issues of sexual harassment.

"At first, the government was resistant to approaching Saeed and AASHA... They were working with the United Nations, but the idea of sexual harassment wasn't even part of the conversation for much worse and they should not have been in the business.
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This winter, give yourself some credit.

Winter Session registration opens November 4

- Courses run from December 20-January 17
- More than 100 online and hybrid courses available
- Earn up to four credits
- Undergraduate and graduate courses

Learn more at montclair.edu/winter

Montclair State University montclair.edu
On-Campus Jobs
Now Hiring!

Work with University Facilities as a Snow Removal Assistant!

- $15.00/hour
- Flexible Hours
- Training Provided

Help your fellow students by making campus walkways safe!

Information sessions will be held:
11/4/13 @ 8:30am in UN1010
11/6/13 @ 2:00pm in UN1020
11/8/13 @ 10:30am in UN1020

If you cannot attend any of these sessions, come see us in College Hall 205.

Contact us with any questions at snow-work@mail.montclair.edu
When one thinks of velvet, retro leisure suits and medieval dresses may come to mind. However, this fabric has undergone transformations that are unimaginable.

Traditionally, velvet is a fabric that represents nobility. It expresses strength, wealth and taste.

With a past that dates back to 3000 B.C., velvet was introduced in Egypt, robing the most powerful royals. As a staple piece during the medieval era that was carried into the Renaissance, velvet is a fabric with a great history. Not only was this luxurious textile used during the most influential time periods, it has also become a very important fabric in today’s fashion.

Making its way into couture, velvet is now a textile often found on the runway. Many designers incorporate this fabric into their ready-to-wear and couture collections.

Last spring, velvet was seen strutting its stuff down the runway as a part of many famous designers’ garments. To highlight specific pieces, Valentino featured a beautiful velvet skirt and Fendi featured a red velvet-detailed strappy sandal.

In the colder months of 2012 and 2013, velvet was an obvious staple piece in the wardrobes of many fashion lovers. Seen on pants, skirts, tops, shoes and even jackets, this fabric took the industry by storm. Proving itself as an awesome fall trend, velvet is back for this season and is here to stay.

Want to rock the velvet trend? Start by choosing your price range. An abundance of retailers at different price points sell velvet pieces.

Companies such as H&M and Forever 21 feature fun velvet garments at affordable prices. If you are looking for something more classical, large department stores and designer boutiques feature velvet designs, but come at a more expensive price. The garment you choose will differ depending on your signature style. From tops and pants to shoes and jackets, velvet has been incorporated into possibly every area of fashion.

Online retailer ASOS carries an abundance of velvet dress. The photo above features the Velvet Skater Dress with mesh inserts by New Look. This skater skirt is perfect for a girl’s night on the town. Add a cool pair of stockings, some black booties and a statement necklace to complete the look.

Online and in-store retailer Belk carries the 1826 Velvet Blazer in a variety of colors. Perfect to dress up or dress down, this blazer can be matched with a pair of trousers or jeans.

The Black Velvet Oxfords by Alberto Moretti Arfango can be found at Lyst.com. This pair features a lace-up detail, which adds a sophisticated feel to any outfit.

Being in the midst of the fall season, it’s clear which pieces are the most popular in women’s wear. These favorites include the following: velvet skater skirts, dresses, combat boots and blazers.
Halloween: Tricks or Treats?

It happens to children, teens, parents and yes, even college kids, no matter what age you are. Endless varieties of candies are always around to tempt you during the Halloween season. Let’s face it, if candy is your sweet of choice, sometimes the healthier option is to indulge in just a little rather than deprive yourself. Unfortunately, it can be hard to decipher the bad from the better, and sometimes, the treats that we would assume are the better choices could be the worst.

Chocolate Covered Raisins, Nuts and Pretzels

Covering an originally healthy or decent product with chocolate does not mean that it is still good for you. Chocolate-covered dried fruits often contain more sugar per serving than a candy bar. Covering nuts in chocolate is pretty much how many name-brand fruits often contain more sugar per serving than a candy bar. When it comes to the “fun size” packs, Snickers are a better choice, but these tiny bites are actually 17 percent fat, not to mention each Starburst contains the equivalent of one teaspoon of sugar. When you continue to chew on the bubble gum after the pop is gone, your teeth remain coated in sugar and are at risk of cavities. Starburst Disguised by Their size

A common assumption is that this fruity candy is void of fat, but these tiny bites are actually 17 percent fat, not to mention each Starburst contains the equivalent of one teaspoon of sugar. When it comes to the “fun size” packs, Skittles are a better choice because they are nearly 15 percent fat, but these tiny bites are actually 17 percent fat, not to mention each Starburst contains the equivalent of one teaspoon of sugar.

Which is better: Dunkin’s Pumpkin Bagel or Pumpkin Doughnut?

Sure, it may be fun to participate in purchasing all of the Halloween versions of your fast food and coffee shop favorites, but these tiny bites are actually 17 percent fat, not to mention each Starburst contains the equivalent of one teaspoon of sugar.

Reese’s Pumpkin

Perhaps one of the most tempting Halloween candies is the special edition Reese’s Pumpkin that is only available during the Halloween season. Packaged as a single serving, this pumpkin contains almost two normal Reese’s cups in one. Yes, it is much more fun, and it even seems to taste better than the original peanut butter cup. However, at 170 calories, 19 grams of fat (four of which are saturated) and 10 grams of sugar, it might be a better idea to split one with a friend. My favorite treat every once in a while is Justin’s Dark Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup. With a unique texture, all organic ingredients and the benefits of dark chocolate, it is a treat that I can feel better about.

Sweet Potatoes, Pumpkin and Winter Squash

All winter squash varieties and sweet potatoes contain the perfect combination of vitamin A, fiber and calcium. The main difference is that the skin of sweet potatoes should be consumed for greater nutritional benefits while the pumpkin and squash skin is not edible. Not sure of what to do with these nutritional powerhouses? Roast them in the oven, add them to soups and add them to baked goods, cereals, yogurt, smoothies and salads. Chia Seeds

Chia seeds range in color, but black chia are the most common and are packed with fiber, magnesium, potassium, calcium and omega-3 fatty acids. These nutritional powerhouses can be added to baked goods, cereals, yogurt, smoothies and salads. Chia seeds can also serve as an egg replacement by soaking one tablespoon chia seeds with three tablespoons water for about 10-20 minutes or until a gel-like consistency is formed.

Black Rice

This ancient whole grain has a nuttier flavor and a chewier texture than your typical white or brown rice, making it a versatile starting point for any side dish. One tablespoon of dry, black rice contains just as many cancer-fighting antioxidants, known as anthocyanins, as a tablespoon of blueberries.
GFOC Anniversary Party!

Wednesday, Nov 6th
2 - 4 p.m. @ Blanton

Featuring DJ Ridd, Free Food
Raffles & Giveaways

YOU can win a
FLAT SCREEN

Here it is - Your chance to talk TO US

http://vcil.cc/n33ztzq

Scan this QR Code to complete our short survey and YOU may win a flat screen TV or digital camera.
The Montclarion’ Goes to New Orleans

The ACP/ICMA National College Media Convention is held every year in a different part of the country. This year, the senior editors and executive board of The Montclarion had the opportunity to spend the convention directly in the heart of the French Quarter in New Orleans, La.

For four days, the editors attended sessions ranging from simple page design tips to advice on managing an entire staff and social media. After the sessions, they took in the sights and sounds of the French Quarter, touring places like the famous Cafe du Monde, Bourbon Street and Jackson Square. The editors also called in to WMSC 90.3 on Friday, Oct. 25 to discuss the trip thus far with David Heale on his radio show.

The trip was a great opportunity for the editors and the paper as a whole.

“Going to New Orleans was a once in a lifetime opportunity for both the newspaper and the staff. The sessions were informative and gave us great tips for our futures and for making the paper better. The food and the culture were definitely my favorite aspect of the trip. There’s a sense of pride and unity down there, especially after Katrina, that you wouldn’t find anywhere else.”

-Jessica Czarnogursky
Editor-in-Chief

“Coming from the Upper Midwest, it is just adding the calories back on. Instead of doing the body good after a workout, you are doing extraneous exercises and work. Sport drinks aren’t really good for you unless you are working out and want to see good results, you should incorporate both exercise and a healthy diet. A healthy balance is the key.”

-Stephanie Agudelo
Managing Editor

Myth Busters to Exercise

There are plenty of myths out there for exercises fooling many. Some people will use one as an excuse to not exercise or not exercise. Some myths can affect the way you work out. If you are not well informed, these myths that have gotten busted.

Myth 1: Sport drinks are good after workouts.

Sport drinks aren’t really good for you unless you are doing extraneous exercises and working out for long periods at a time. These drinks are full of sugar and have a lot of extra calories. Instead of doing the body good after a workout, it is just adding the calories back on.

Myth 2: Protein bars and shakes are top nutrition foods.

They are not the best nutritious snacks out there. Though they are good sources of protein, with as much as 32 grams in a bar, they are also loaded with lots of calories and sugar. Most shakes and protein bars are similar to candy bars and they are not as healthy as they sound. It would be a better bet if you get your protein source from natural foods.

Myth 3: Women should not lift weights.

Women should lift weights. Many believe that women that lift weights become bulky or big. However, that is not true, as lifting weights helps burn fat and tones your muscles. They also help keep your body from wearing out. It is important to lift weights because it helps the muscles become stronger, even for women. Women should not be intimidated by weights.

Myth 4: The scale is a sign of process.

Your scales just tell you the weight of your body. However, muscles weight more than fat. You can weigh in after exercising and realize the scale will be reading a higher mark than a lower one. This might disappoint many because they expect weight loss. The scale is just a number and one should rely on clothes and how you feel about your body. Your goal should be what you want to look like and how you want to feel. It is not about the number on the scale.

Myth 5: Exercise allows me to skip out on dieting.

Just because you exercise does not mean you can slack off on your diet. In order to have a healthy lifestyle, you have to incorporate both exercise and a healthy diet. A healthy balance is about 40 percent in the gym and 60 percent diet. If you work out hard and not eat properly, then you will not get you the results you want and might instead injure your body because you’re not taking care of yourself nutritionally. It is important that if you are working out and want to see good results, you should incorporate a healthy diet while still exercising regularly.

"The trip was perfect in so many ways. The convention was awesome and the setting was more than perfect. I couldn’t have asked for a better group of people to go with, either. The convention was just a great way to compare our paper to others across the country and learn so much from a city rich in amazing culture.”

- Catherine Baxter,
Managing Editor
### Help Wanted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are you a college student experienced in child care and looking for a stable income while pursuing your degree? Becoming a Nanny can provide fulfillment and still allow the time to pursue outside endeavors. Contact Kelley at Perfect Fit Nanny Placement Agency: <a href="mailto:Kanazarian@gmail.com">Kanazarian@gmail.com</a> or call 862-485-5111.</td>
<td>Part-time dog walker needed in Montclair area between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., Mon-Fri. $10 per 30 minute walk. Email Janine for more info, <a href="mailto:montclairpetgirl@gmail.com">montclairpetgirl@gmail.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After school care for a five year old in Cedar Grove, starting in September 2013. Five days a week, but would consider 2-3 days. Contact <a href="mailto:Sarahi.grande@yahoo.com">Sarahi.grande@yahoo.com</a> or call 973-615-7371.</td>
<td>Reasonable off-street parking, M-F. Only three min. walk to MSU Bridge &amp; Shuttle! Call 973-819-0334 Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.-8 p.m. ONLY.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Classifieds

**Help Wanted**

- **Part-time dog walker needed in Montclair area between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m., Mon-Fri.** $10 per 30 minute walk. Email Janine for more info, montclairpetgirl@gmail.com.
- **After school care for a five year old in Cedar Grove, starting in September 2013.** Five days a week, but would consider 2-3 days. Contact Sarahi.grande@yahoo.com or call 973-615-7371.
- **Reasonable off-street parking, M-F.** Only three min. walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call 973-819-0334 Sun-Sat, 5 a.m.-8 p.m. ONLY.

---

**Distinctive Care is a state licensed private agency offering positions throughout Nj for P/T caregivers - hours flexible. Work with children and young adults w/autism and other special needs. Work for the family directly, arranged through us. Experience is preferred, but ALL interested applicants are encouraged to apply. Contact us at www.dc4kids.net.**

---

### Interests in Advertising with The Montclarion?

**EMAIL**

MONTCLARIONADSALES@GMAIL.COM

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DETAILS

---

### CONGRATULATIONS

**CLASS OF 2014**

**SCHEDULE YOUR FREE SENIOR PORTRAIT SESSION!**

MSU’s OFFICIAL Yearbook and Senior Portrait Photographer will be on campus from November 4th through November 21st.

In addition to your yearbook and graduation portraits, Lors is happy to include professional portrait poses for job applications and social media outlets, like LinkedIn, as part of your Senior Portrait Session!

**SCHEDULE YOUR FREE APPOINTMENT ONLINE AT:** www.lorsstudio.com/schedule or use your smartphone to scan the QR code below

---

**Please Note:**

- Times and locations per day vary.
- Check the online schedule for the date and location convenient for you.

If you do not have access to a computer, you may call Customer Service at 908.964.3040

---

Suggested Dress Code: Professional business attire. Your FREE Portrait Session will include Professional Profile Portraits and Yearbook Portraits, as well as Cap & Gowns provided by the studio.

---

### SCAI Graduate Program Open House

**Wednesday, Nov. 6**

- 6:00 p.m.
- Graduate Student Lounge
- Student Center
- College Avenue Campus

**SCAI Graduate Program Open House**

**Wednesday, Nov. 6**

6:00 p.m.
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Aries March 21 - April 19
Why is life so hard? you may ask, especially now as things keep piling up in your life. Although not much can be done to mitigate the circumstances, the best thing you can do for yourself is to suck it up and see where it goes from there. Keep in mind that the hardest things in life often bring the greatest rewards.

Taurus April 20 - May 20
You don’t feel well about being pushed into anything too hasty. Even in desperate times, you prefer to stick to your own ways of doing things. Being too stubborn, however, won’t always let you get your way. Getting new ideas from others can bring important life lessons.

Gemini May 21 - June 20
Perhaps every cloud does have a silver lining. As your troubles fade away little by little, you will learn to appreciate the things that you already have. Sure, you may not be truly as happy as you wanted to be, but then again, what is happiness? Why do we always assume that happiness is getting what we want?

Cancer June 21 - July 22
Others expect so much from you, but have you let them known what you expect from them lately? You’re great at what you do, but let’s face it; you’re no miracle worker. This is your time to be more assertive, and let others walk in your shoes for a day.

Leo July 23 - August 22
Why is everyone so concerned with the lives of others? That is something that you cannot wrap your head around. Worrying about other people won’t necessarily help you own situation, but may in fact worsen it from stress and anxiety. Let others behave as they please and just focus on your own things for now. Otherwise, you will be no different from them.

Virgo August 23 - September 22
There is no need to wave you white flag in defeat just because something is out of your reach or because of what others say about you. Even if it does not happen overnight, you still have a good chance of accomplishing your goals. Try to rework the weakest parts of your plans.

Libra September 23 - October 22
Although you truly want everyone to be happy, there is still need to be the bearer of bad news. Cardinal Taurus may unfold negativity on others without even realizing it. Be wary of how your thoughts can impact your plans throughout the day. Fortunately, you can overcome your own doubts if you acknowledge them first.

Scorpio October 23 - November 21
You think to yourself, how can some people be so perfect? Well, it turns out your wrong. Every person has his or her flaws. If we were all perfect, plastic surgeons would be out of business, we wouldn’t have wars, and we wouldn’t need education. So next time you see someone who is “perfect,” you may find that they lack something you already have.

Sagittarius November 22 - December 21
Regret can feel awful. It is like a hangover that you can’t get rid of. The only antidote for this mess is a change of heart. You are the one making yourself feel worse each day by constantly reminding yourself of what you’ve done and what you could have done to prevent it.

Capricorn December 22 - January 19
Everybody hurts, especially yourself in your current situation. As much as you want to be in control, you cannot help but want to cry. Here’s some advice for you: cry. If you can’t cry your eyes out if you want, there’s no reason for you to not. You’ll be surprised at how much it helps you feel afterwards.

Aquarius January 20 - February 18
One of your closest relationships looks to have hit rock bottom, but don’t stress—it’s only temporary. There is a reason this significant other of yours is behaving in an unusual way, and it may turn out to help you. Just don’t confront them in such a hostile manner, as it can bring an end to something that could have been great.

Pisces February 19 - March 20
There is no need to wave you white flag in defeat just because something is out of your reach or because of what others say about you. Even if it does not happen overnight, you still have a good chance of accomplishing your goals. Try to rework the weakest parts of your plans.

And now time for something different ...

SUDOKU!
Question of the Week

Do you think the SGA should vote on issues which do not directly affect campus life, such as the endorsement of marriage equality?

Theodore Lawlor Accounting Sophomore

I think they should vote on issues which do not directly affect campus life. Just because something is going off campus, it actually does [afflict students]. So I think that they should not vote on whether or not to endorse off-campus issues.

Underclassman

Well, I can see both sides of the argument. In some ways, it will affect the kids of campus in the distant future. There’s two sides to the issue.

Frank Contreras Fine Arts & Studio Drawing Sophomore

I think the SGA should vote on whether or not issues affect Montclair. The SGA is supposed to represent Montclair students. If the SGA doesn’t feel comfortable with [an issue], they should vote against it. It’s not really happening on campus, it’s irrelevant.

Jennifer Sutay Public Relations Sophomore

"Yes, because if it affects one person, then it will barely happen on a public endorsement. Everyone has a different opinion about the SGA. I think that the SGA should make public announcements about issues, even if it only affects one person."

Christina Pape Fine Arts 2nd Year Drawing Senior

"I want to take the middle ground here saying, if it’s not a sexual issue, I do understand the LGBT aspects of it, since many couples and people who are really excited about the marriage equality being passed, and extra support from SGA would be great for them. I understand that they probably feel offended because there are same sex relationships in the school and supporters, so they probably feel like the issue is being turned against. I also understand the SGA’s view of everything because the SGA tries to run. But, our legs don’t have the will to support us.

There has to be some credit given to the SGA since they have gotten more involved in endorsing political views. Let us review what had been said during the meeting in regards to the bill when it was initially presented. One opposition was that since the SGA does not affect the campus directly, it shouldn’t be voted for if they’re trying to make influencing political matters, just like newsmaker calls, the SGA tries to run. But, our legs don’t have the will to support us.

Usually, the SGA will follow a two-thirds majority vote to pass a bill. In the case of marriage equality, if a student of this campus, or a student of another university, they’re just saying, ‘RUSA has a long history working to protect students in solidarity with Montclair [State] University students."

Frank Contreras Fine Arts 2nd Year Drawing Senior

"I think it’s hard to say what students support and don’t support because there are same-sex couples on campus right now. Maybe they don’t feel comfortable being together or being with the SGA recent refusal to make a statement. I can’t understand [the SGA] not wanting to take a stance, but even by not making a statement, they are still making a statement. By not making a statement, it’s ambiguous whether they support the issue or not. I think they could have at least made a general statement like, ‘The SGA is happy about the recent action in the other campuses and manufact.’"

Leah Collie Advertising Production and Digital Media freshman

"I think that they should just stick to what’s relevant on campus rather than going overseas. The SGA is supposed to be for on campus issues [issues which do not affect campus]. If it’s not happening on campus, it’s irrelevant."

Letter to the Editor: Page 14

The Debate is on campus at last. The SGA has the power of political views, but in reality, this tradition should have been started a long time ago.

Our schools has also seen support from other universities in the past, most obviously when the threats were made against the LGBTQ community last year.

Rutgers-New Brunswick student government (RUSA) had voted on endorsing this bill. The Daily Targum, Rutgers’ newspaper had quoted Francis Glasser, chair of the legislative affairs committee for the RUSA, stating, “RUSA has a long history working to protect LGBTQ rights. In 2012, Montclair [State] University students received death threats about their sensitivity. Glasser led a RUSA anti-harassment day at Rutgers. RUSA collected 200 postcards from students in solidarity with Montclair [State] University students.

Rutgers supported our own students in voting to endorse the same-sex marriage something that we hadn’t been supported in.

This is disappointing to hear as a student of this campus, and the SGA is now following suit by passing bills. This is just one of many examples that prove that the SGA needs to get their legislation processes together."

Thumbs Up

Halloween
New Orleans
First gay marriage on campus

Thumbs Down

Bitstrips
Scheduling conflicts
Low maximum capacity for The Rocky Horror Picture Show

Letter to the Editor: Page 14

The Montclair Mailbag Policy:
All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to the Montclair Mailbag Editor. Once received, letters or comments do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion. Edited comments will be posted on the Montclair State University website. Comments are moderated to ensure they are respectful. All letters and comments must pertain to issues in Montclarion articles that occurred in a previous issue. Letters must be submitted through e-mail to newsapaper@gmail.com.
**ALLERGIES IN MEDIA: NOTHING TO SNEEZE AT**

**COMEDY TV TAKES JOKES ABOUT ALLERGIC REACTIONS TOO FAR**

By Kristen Bryfogle

**EXHIBITION A**

**EXHIBITION B**

**Fest, Which Will Make your Skin Prickly**

**The Editor.**

I have to disagree with a position that the author took in the piece “Just Say No to GMOs.”

I agree with him on many points. It is clear that genetically modified foods are extremely polarized. There are those who believe they are beneficial and those who believe they are harmful. As a result of this complex situation, we must be cautious in our assessment of these foods.

I also agree that we need to be more aware of the potential risks associated with GMOs. It is clear that we need more scientific research to determine whether these foods are safe or not.

However, I disagree with the author’s assertion that GMOs pose a danger to us. In my opinion, there is no evidence that GMOs are harmful to human health. In fact, GMOs have the potential to improve food production and reduce food waste.

I believe that we need to continue to support scientific research into the safety of GMOs. Only through careful scientific inquiry can we determine whether GMOs pose a risk to human health.

I hope that you will consider these points and engage in thoughtful discussion on this important issue. Thank you for reading.

---
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**COMEDY TV TAKES JOKES ABOUT ALLERGIC REACTIONS TOO FAR**

By Kristen Bryfogle

**EXHIBITION A**

**EXHIBITION B**

**Fest, Which Will Make your Skin Prickly**

I think most of us have a strong opinion on this subject. Whether you believe in the dangers of genetically modified foods or not, it is clear that these foods are here to stay. As a result, it is important that we continue to engage in thoughtful discussion on this important issue.

I believe that we need to be cautious in our assessment of these foods. It is clear that there is no definitive verdict on the safety of GMOs. As a result of this uncertainty, we must continue to support scientific research into the safety of these foods.

I also believe that we need to be more aware of the potential risks associated with GMOs. It is clear that we need more scientific research to determine whether these foods are safe or not.

However, I disagree with the author’s assertion that GMOs pose a danger to us. In my opinion, there is no evidence that GMOs are harmful to human health. In fact, GMOs have the potential to improve food production and reduce food waste.

I believe that we need to continue to support scientific research into the safety of GMOs. Only through careful scientific inquiry can we determine whether GMOs pose a risk to human health.

I hope that you will consider these points and engage in thoughtful discussion on this important issue. Thank you for reading.
This past Sunday marks the close of MSU’s production of Take Flight. The production had a successful two-week run in Memorial Auditorium. The hard work and dedication of the incredibly talented Theater and Dance Department, audiences were able to glance into the eloquent timeline of history of aeronautics. Under the direction of Mark Hasty with music and words by David Share, Richard Malby Jr. and John Wiedeman, this spirited new musical tells three separate tales of some of America’s highest-flying figures: Amelia Earhart, Charles Lindbergh and the Wright brothers.
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Three Bands, One Night  

Isabel Hershko  
Contributing Writer

Victoria Nelli  
Staff Writer

“Luck” and “Believer” are the titles of two tracks off of the American Authors’ self-titled EP that was released on Aug. 27. This band truly believes they have what it takes, and it has nothing to do with luck. The band made up of Zachary Barnett, James Adam Shelley, Matt Sanchez. “It’s surreal.”

When asked about how the crowd went wild, demand their sound was individual to only them and a force to be reckoned with. By the time they made it through the first few songs, the audience was dancing and weaving to the clear-cut, jazz-influenced sounds this band produced. When they closed up their set with a cover of the late Amy Winehouse’s “Valerie,” the crowd went wild, demanding more. It was clear that this band, yet to be signed, was a treasure to the music industry.

For these four band mates, it has nothing to do with luck. They have what it takes, and that’s why everyone would say that their sound was individual to only them and a force to be reckoned with. By the time they made it through the first few songs, the audience was dancing and weaving to the clear-cut, jazz-influenced sounds this band produced. When they closed up their set with a cover of the late Amy Winehouse’s “Valerie,” the crowd went wild, demanding more. It was clear that this band, yet to be signed, was a treasure to the music industry.

The band expressed how they all write songs and try to have an effect on people, as many as possible, whether it’s a radio, commercial or a live show. We are just really excited to be getting our music out there.” The band’s hit song, “Best Day of My Life,” is featured on multiple commercials and ads, not just in the United States but also overseas.

“I’ve only seen it on YouTube, but to me, the most special thing is when we get calls from our family and friends who see it,” remarked Shelley. “As my dad will say, I am getting calls from my friends who see it.”

The band expressed how they all write songs and try to have an effect on people, as many as possible, whether it’s a radio, commercial or a live show. We are just really excited to be getting our music out there.” The band’s hit song, “Best Day of My Life,” is featured on multiple commercials and ads, not just in the United States but also overseas.

“But within minutes of their set, it was clear that the word “great” was putting this band’s talent mildly. Armed with brass infusion and the smooth, sultry sounds of lead singer John-Michael Parker’s vocals, Great Caesar made it clear that their sound was individual to only them and a force to be reckoned with. By the time they made it through the first few songs, the audience was dancing and weaving to the clear-cut, jazz-influenced sounds this band produced. When they closed up their set with a cover of the late Amy Winehouse’s “Valerie,” the crowd went wild, demanding more. It was clear that this band, yet to be signed, was a treasure to the music industry.

The band expressed how they all write songs and try to have an effect on people, as many as possible, whether it’s a radio, commercial or a live show. We are just really excited to be getting our music out there.” The band’s hit song, “Best Day of My Life,” is featured on multiple commercials and ads, not just in the United States but also overseas.

“One of the best things is when we get calls from our family and friends who see it,” remarked Shelley. “As my dad will say, I am getting calls from my friends who see it.”

The band expressed how they all write songs and try to have an effect on people, as many as possible, whether it’s a radio, commercial or a live show. We are just really excited to be getting our music out there.” The band’s hit song, “Best Day of My Life,” is featured on multiple commercials and ads, not just in the United States but also overseas.

“Like theirs and such wonder of my life,” but with a talent mildly. Armed with brass infusion and the smooth, sultry sounds of lead singer John-Michael Parker’s vocals, Great Caesar made it clear that their sound was individual to only them and a force to be reckoned with. By the time they made it through the first few songs, the audience was dancing and weaving to the clear-cut, jazz-influenced sounds this band produced. When they closed up their set with a cover of the late Amy Winehouse’s “Valerie,” the crowd went wild, demanding more. It was clear that this band, yet to be signed, was a treasure to the music industry.

The band expressed how they all write songs and try to have an effect on people, as many as possible, whether it’s a radio, commercial or a live show. We are just really excited to be getting our music out there.” The band’s hit song, “Best Day of My Life,” is featured on multiple commercials and ads, not just in the United States but also overseas.

“If they had asked me to name the best band that I have seen yet, I would have said The Civil Wars. Not just because it is such a big deal because they were the first band to play at the festival. The band is really getting a lot of positive buzz and they are definitely headed in the right direction. Not only are they incredible talented, they are also uncommonly humble and welcoming. Sitting down with them was easy because their personalities are so larger than life and so generous and grateful. They are headed out on tour for a lot more success.

Toward the end of the interview, Sanchoz and Barnett said, “We started this band trying to play the stage and bands such as Fall Out Boy have played, but because it was such a big deal because they were the first band to play at the festival.

But within minutes of their set, it was clear that the word “great” was putting this band’s talent mildly. Armed with brass infusion and the smooth, sultry sounds of lead singer John-Michael Parker’s vocals, Great Caesar made it clear that their sound was individual to only them and a force to be reckoned with. By the time they made it through the first few songs, the audience was dancing and weaving to the clear-cut, jazz-influenced sounds this band produced. When they closed up their set with a cover of the late Amy Winehouse’s “Valerie,” the crowd went wild, demanding more. It was clear that this band, yet to be signed, was a treasure to the music industry.

The band expressed how they all write songs and try to have an effect on people, as many as possible, whether it’s a radio, commercial or a live show. We are just really excited to be getting our music out there.” The band’s hit song, “Best Day of My Life,” is featured on multiple commercials and ads, not just in the United States but also overseas.

“One of the best things is when we get calls from our family and friends who see it,” remarked Shelley. “As my dad will say, I am getting calls from my friends who see it.”
A Horribly Good Show

Kevin Camilo
Staff Writer

This week, Forbes announced their list of the top-selling prehumous celebrations of the year. Michael Jackson topped the list with $1 billion earned. Much of that money came from as successful Circus Du Soleil shows, as well as many music deals from Sony Music Entertainment that he still receives income from. Coming in second is Elvira Presley, who earned $55 million this past year.

One of the biggest rock legends, Lou Reed, passed away this week at the age of 71. In the mid-1960s, Reed was the frontman of one of the most influential rock bands, the Velvet Underground, which led the way for a new sound of rock. He was eventually inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1996 with Velvet Underground for his influence on a new wave of music.

For her eighth studio album, Britney Spears sat down and wrote an open letter to her fans on some of the details of her new album. First, she announced her album will be titled Britney Jean, as well as naming people who have contributed to her new album, such as Will.i.am and Sia. It has also been rumored that her next single will be titled “Perfume,” which was written by multi-platinum songwriter Fin.

The YouTube Music Awards looks to be shaping up quite well with its diverse categories and live performers. Not only do they have categories such as Video of the Year and Artist of the Year, where Lady Gaga and Taylor Swift have both been nominated. They also have categories such as Response of the Year and YouTube Phenomenon. Bizarre names such as Avicii, Tyler the Creator, Eminem and Lady Gaga are set to perform as well.

Pearl Jam battled Paul McCartney for the top spot of the Billboard 200 with their new album, however, McCartney settled for number three with 67,000 copies sold. Pearl Jam earned the top spot with 166,000 albums sold while McCartney settled for number three with 67,000 copies sold.


Misguided intentions expected enjoyment. One of the most well-known cult classics of all time, follows the misadventures of newly-engaged Janet Weiss and Brad Majors, who are forced to seek refuge in a strange and spooky mansion after their car breaks down in a terrible storm. Before they know it, the couple is stripped of their clothing and surrounded by a group of kinky Transylvanians who are led by the mad-fabulous twitch-tastic doctor reveals his latest creation, the night quickly passes from strange to just plain outrageous, as the couple sets forth on a strange and spooky journey.

For many, this freaky film is more than just entertainment; it’s tradition. To this day, audiences attend midnight screenings of The Rocky Horror Picture Show to perform the entire story in front of a cinema screen. Clad in their finest most fabulous costumes, audiences of a Rocky Horror screening are encouraged to scream, chant, throw strange items (such as toast) at the performers and sing along to their favorite songs. This year’s tantalizing transvestite doctor was portrayed by Lorraine Perri, a senior Family and Child Studies major, who brought a refreshing, powerful feminine aura to the role usually played by a man. The most challenging part would have to be the fact that I had to play a man who dresses as a woman,” admits Perri. “I had to step out of my comfort zone to embody this iconic character; sexually, mentally and physically. Also, it was great to portray such a different role than what I’m used to. I’m one who typically enjoys taking on and overcoming challenges, and I feel like I was able to overcome a lot about myself when I do that.”

“The movie always held a special place in my heart,” said director Paul Rahter. “The reason for doing Rocky as my directorial debut was that four years ago, it was my MSU Players debut as well. Little freshman Paul was given the opportunity to play Dr. Scott under the direction of the wonderful Katie Frazier.” This year marked the 20th anniversary of the annual Players’ production, and Rahter had big ideas to celebrate it. “My vision for this year was to change sort of the perception that it’s only another Rocky Horror; meaning it doesn’t deserve the time and attention that a main stage show would require.” Rather set expectations for his performers high for the beginning and reported that they rose to the challenge beautifully. “It was like being a parent and watching your child grow and become a full-fledged adult. It was really cool to see my cast grow and become even better than they already were.”

Kelly McGeevy
Staff Writer

The Rocky Horror Picture Show

One of the strangest moments during the Rocky Horror Picture Show is when the “time Warp” is performed. The “breast” was yet to come.

Kevin Camilo
Staff Writer

They say that the Rocky Horror Picture Show is the most interactive movie ever. Everyone is encouraged to cheer, scream, and occasionally participate in the in-film screenings of Rocky Horror Picture Show. Audiences attend midnight screenings of the movie, and often arrive dressed as their favorite characters from the show. As the movie progresses, the audience is invited to perform various songs and participate in the show’s many elaborate musical numbers. This year, the Rocky Horror Picture Show celebrates its 40th anniversary, and audiences are encouraged to once again embrace the Mad-Fabulous Transvestite Doctor, Dr. Frank-N-Furter, and the rest of the cast of characters.

One of the most beloved Halloween traditions is the midnight screening of The Rocky Horror Picture Show. The movie, which tells the story of a young couple who are forced to seek refuge in a strange and spooky mansion, has become a beloved cult classic. The Rocky Horror Picture Show is celebrated annually with special screenings, where audiences are encouraged to participate in the show’s many musical numbers and interactive moments. The Rocky Horror Picture Show is a beloved tradition that has captured the imagination of audiences for decades, and its influence continues to grow.

Kevin Camilo
Staff Writer

The world of music is always evolving, and this week saw a number of exciting developments. Eminem and Justin Bieber both released new music, with Eminem’s “The Monster” featuring Rihanna and Justin Bieber’s “Recovery.” The releases sparked a lot of discussion and buzz, with fans eagerly anticipating the new music and discussing its impact on the music industry.

In other news, the Billboard Hot 100, which ranks the most popular songs of the week, featured a number of familiar names. #1 on the chart was “Royals” by Lorde, followed by “Thrift Shop” by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis and “We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together” by Taylor Swift.

The week also saw a number of notable album releases, with Pearl Jam’s “Sound and the Storm” debuting at #1 and Paul McCartney’s “New” coming in at #3. Other notable releases included Taylor Swift’s “1989,” which debuted at #7, and Lady Gaga’s “Artpop,” which peaked at #10.

As always, the music industry is full of changes and surprises, and this week was no exception. With a number of exciting releases and developments, it’s clear that the world of music is always in flux, and fans can look forward to many more surprises in the future.

THE FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE

www.thebetterlife.org
Womens Soccer

For the second straight year, Montclair State claimed the NCAA title with its shutout of Richard Stockton College on Saturday. Junior Melissa Greco, Senior Allison Wacker and sophomore Martina Landeck each had a goal in the game. The Red Hawks remain unbeaten through 16 games and look forward to the coming postseason as they host the NJAC Semi-finals this coming week.

Football

Quarterback Ryan Davies had a spectacular outing against the Morris- ville State Mustangs this past Saturday. After throwing a 78 and a 50 yard touchdown pass, he ran in another touchdown to lead the Red Hawks to a 34-21 victory. Freshman running back Daniel Nieves also had a big day rushing for 167 yards and a touchdown of his own.

Field Hockey

On Oct. 27, they picked up a 3-2 win over Scranton as senior back Sierra Ratchbach and freshman forwards Gianna Moglino and Arielle Galgano each scored goals. On Oct. 26 at Richard Stockton College, Montclair picked up its second win with a 3-1 victory. They rounded out their road trip when they improved their overall record to 17-1 with a 5-0 shutout over Kean.

The controversy in this call is that Guillard had begun the strikes before Pearson’s hand touched down. Many fans in the arena believed it to be legal.

“Telling the audience that the referee is two bets against the united Brit Jimi Manuwa. Nearing the end of the second round, Jimmo collapsed in pain. Manuwa utilized a strategy that heavily favored inside leg kicks and knee strikes, dropping away at his opponent’s base. Every strike that Manuwa landed was with full intensity. With a final knee to the face, Jimmo retreated and his leg gave out, ending the bout.
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Despite how it looked from the audience’s perspective, fighting Muñoz was difficult for Machida. “It’s very hard for me, because as a professional, I don’t think about that,” said Machida.

Striking that they train together multiple times. The 23-year old Brazilian has been successful in recent fights, but has only made the 125-pound weight limit once out of his most recent five fights.

Norman Parke, the Ultimate Fighter winner, out-pointed Jan Tuk by a unanimous decision. Parke used a variety of strikes to keep Tuk at the fence and get the “W”.

Nicholas Musoke made his octagon debut against Italian bantam Alexio Sacra. He started with a right hook that sent Sacra back and forth to start the fight that saw both men rocked. Musoke grabbed an arm and crossed on until Sacra tapped at 3:07 of the first round.

“I have mad respect for Alexio,” said Musoke of his opponent. He explained that the reason he held the submission was that he wanted the ref to stop it as there was no controversy.

John Lineker put Phil Harris away in a 128-lb catch weight scrap with a powerful shot to the body on 2:51 into Round One. Lineker’s striking was on point, rocking Harris multiple times. The 23-year-old Brazilian has been successful in recent fights, but has only made the 125-pound weight limit once out of his last five fights.
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Montclair State had two difficult games this week, only to come away with hard-fought wins in both. MSU is now 10-1 overall and 4-1 in the New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC).

The field hockey team is currently ranked 11th according to the National Field Hockey Coaches Association (NFHCA).

The Red Hawks started their week on Oct. 23 at the University of Scranton Royals. MSU traveled to South Jersey and clinched a spot in the NJAC Tournament. They would very much like to return to the NCAA Division III Field Hockey Championships Game.

Offensive Rookie of the Year

Sophomore Maura Johnston breaks away from the defense.
Applications now being accepted for the 2014-2015 Montclair-Graz Sister City Scholarship

Undergraduates! Spend a full academic year (Fall 2014 through Spring 2015) abroad in beautiful Graz, Austria at one of three partner universities on full scholarship which includes full tuition, fees, room, and a stipend.

Montclair-Graz Sister City Scholarship Information Sessions
Tuesday, November 5th at 10:00am, Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall
Friday, November 15th at 2:00pm, Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall
RSVP for session: goo.gl/CtJ5PO

Application Deadline: December 5th, 2013

Graz, Austria is a Sister-City with Montclair, NJ. The two cities have nurtured this relationship over the past sixty years. The Montclair-Graz Scholarship is a student exchange program between the city of Montclair/Montclair State University and the city of Graz. The program includes a FULL SCHOLARSHIP funded by Montclair State University, Montclair’s Overseas Neighbors and the City of Graz and provides free tuition, fees, room and stipend. It currently offers two MSU undergraduate students the opportunity to study for one academic year in Graz at one of three universities. Credits transfer back to Montclair State. Open to all majors.

Students have the choice to study at one of three universities in Graz:
- Karl Franzens University/Uni-Graz
- Graz University of Technology
- University of Music and Performing Arts (KUG)

For details and to begin an application, visit Montclair-Graz Sister City Scholarship Application Page and Brochure: goo.gl/3Rm6Qs

For more information, please contact:
Domenica Dominguez, Global Education Center dominguezd@mail.montclair.edu

www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad
LOVE SPORTS?

Interested in writing for sports or taking photos?

Contact Nick at montclarionsports@gmail.com
This year, the Montclarion sports section is bringing back a fun segment that has been absent the last few seasons. Each week, the Sports Editor, Editor-in-Chief and Arts Editor will make their predictions on the upcoming NFL games. Join in and do the same with your friends to see who knows the NFL the best.

This week’s winner

Bengals vs. Dolphins
Saints vs. Jets
Chiefs vs. Bills
Vikings vs. Cowboys
Titans vs. Rams
Chargers vs. Redskins
Falcons vs. Panthers
Eagles vs. Raiders
Bucs vs. Seahawks
Ravens vs. Browns
Steelers vs. Patriots
Colts vs. Texans
Bears vs. Packers

Nick (Sports) 63-42
This Week 12-1
Jessica (E.i.C.) 64-41
This Week 11-2
Jonathan (Arts) 65-40
This Week 10-3

Who’s Hot This Week

Denzel Nieves
Running Back — Football
Nieves was named the NJAC Offensive Rookie of the Week after helping the Red Hawks snap a four-game losing streak. Nieves ran for 167 yards and a touchdown.

Who’s Hot This Week

Sydney Stein
Womens Swimming and Diving
Stein scored 21 points individually as Montclair State nearly pulled off an upset against TCNJ. Stein won both the 500m and 1000m freestyle events, setting a new school record in the latter.

Game of the Week

Football vs. William Paterson
Nov. 2, 6 p.m.

The Red Hawks take on long-time rival William Paterson under the lights at Sprague Field.

For updates, check out: www.montclairathletics.com and follow @TheMontclarion on Twitter and Instagram
After taking last week off, the Montclair State Red Hawks football team came out energized and entered their game at Morrisville State on Oct. 26 with a renewed sense of urgency. It resulted in a 34-21 victory over the Mustangs and their four-game losing streak came to an end.

The game did not start well for the Red Hawks, as Morrisville quarterback Lemar Johnson scored a two-yard rushing touchdown with 6:26 left in the first quarter to give Morrisville a 7-0 lead. After the Red Hawks missed a field goal on their next possession, Johnson struck again as he threw an 80-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver Anthony Mella to give Morrisville a 14-0 lead to end the first quarter.

Despite the early deficit, Montclair State never gave up. With five minutes left in the second half, sophomore quarterback Ryan Davies threw a 78-yard touchdown pass to freshman wide receiver Malcolm Robinson to make the score 14-7 Morrisville at halftime. The momentum continued midway through the third quarter as Davies threw another touchdown pass, this time a 50-yarder to sophomore wide receiver Clinton Coffey to even the score at 14-14.

As the third quarter wound down, freshman running back Denzel Nieves put together a 30-yard run that landed the Red Hawks into Morrisville territory. Nieves would eventually score on a three-yard touchdown run to give Montclair State a 21-14 lead with 31 seconds left in the third quarter. Morrisville State fought back, however, as Johnson scored on a five-yard touchdown run to make the score 21-21. In total, Davies threw for 224 yards and completed 11 of 22 passes with two touchdowns and an interception. For rushing, Nieves put together a breakout performance. Along with his touchdown, he ran for 167 yards total. Additionally, Scoppa, along with his touchdown run, ran for 109 yards. In total, the Montclair State running game outgained Morrisville 279-226 while Montclair State’s offense altogether gained 503 yards.

Montclair’s defensive line charging the Morrisville offense just after the ball was hiked.
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